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When we started Plaine Products in 2017

our dream was to reduce the amount of

single-use plastic in the world by offering

shampoo, conditioner and body wash in

reusable aluminum bottles. Thanks to your

support that dream is coming true!

 

2019 was a special year as Lindsey was

able to spend time researching plastic

pollution in the ocean with Exxpedition, an

all-female round the world research trip. I

sailed from Aruba to Panama collecting

samples of ocean plastic along the way.

While I wasn't surprised at finding plastic

in the ocean after my time in the Bahamas,

it was depressing how MUCH plastic there

was, especially as we got closer to Panama.

Even more upsetting was the realization

that much of the plastic debris has broken

up into tiny, tiny pieces and has sunk into

the water column where clean-ups can't

reach.  

 

 

 

 

We must turn off the plastic tap, ensuring

that less plastic reaches the ocean. We

designed Plaine Products to be a part of

the solution to the plastic problem,

empowering consumers to make a more

sustainable, lower waste choice. While

clean ups are important we believe it's

better to keep plastic out of our

environment whenever possible. That's

why, in addition to reusing our bottles, we

don't send extra pumps, there's no plastic

fill in our boxes, and we use paper tape.  

 

We hope you'll join us in minimizing waste

and contributing to a future with less

plastic. 
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PROGRESS
SCORECARD
An Update on the Goals set in 2018
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OUR RESPONSIBILITY
Driven by the belief that we are all in

this together and we can all be part

of the solution, Plaine Products has

identified 5 of the 17 United Nations

Sustainable Development Goals

(SDGs) that are most relevant and

material to our business where we

can make a difference. 

 

The United Nations SDGs, ranging

from social, economic, and

environmental topic areas, were

developed to "build a better world

for people and our planet by 2030."

 

Throughout this report, the related

SDG icon will appear next to the

related sections to illustrate how our

actions are tied directly to these

goals. Plaine Products aims to

provide our customers with the

power to make more sustainable

choices in their everyday life and be

part of the solution.

Over the last two years, there has

been a major change in public

perception surrounding climate

change. The momentum generated

from the 2018 Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

report led in part to the rise of

climate activists like Greta Thunberg

and the Global Climate Strike Series,

which attracted an estimated 4

million marchers around the world.

The IPCC report concluded that the

impacts and costs of a rise in global

temperatures of 1.5°C will be far

greater than previously expected,

 

Despite the renewed interest,

however, global greenhouse gas

emissions continued to rise in 2019.

In the absence of global and domestic

policies, it is becoming even more

important for the private sector to

find ways to work together with each

other and with agencies to fight

climate change. 



 

 
As we seek to make progress towards

the targets laid out in the UN SDGs

and try to limit global warming to

within manageable limits, a circular

economy model is imperative. Within

a circular economy, goods and

products are reused as raw materials,

or as another product when they

reach the end of their life cycle,

allowing resources to be used

infinitely.

 

As early adopters of the circular

economy, our entire business model

is focused on reuse of our materials,

from the bottles that we package our

products in, to the boxes used to ship

our product to customers. Our

circular economy model reduces

emissions at every stage of our

product's life cycle by eliminating the

energy use that would be required to

extract raw materials.

We package our products in
aluminum bottles that are strong
enough to survive a number of trips.
They are easily cleaned and
sterilized, so we can ensure that our
bottles are safe to use again and
again. When our aluminum bottles
have reached the end of their life, we
recycle the aluminum. Unlike plastic,
aluminum can be recycled infinitely
without experiencing any loss in
quality. Recycling aluminum is also
cost and energy efficient, as it can be
recycled at a fraction of the initial
costs and energy needed to extract
and produce virgin aluminum. 
 
Our reuse process also supports the
local economy. By cleaning and
reusing our bottles, Plaine Products
is able to create jobs. Research
indicates that reuse and
remanufacture create nearly twice as
many jobs per thousand tons of
material compared to traditional
recycling.
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HOW WE OPERATE:
CIRCULAR ECONOMY



One of the largest drivers of climate

change is the release of greenhouse

gas emissions into the atmosphere.

These gases, often measured in the

unit of carbon dioxide equivalent

(CO2e), can have both warming and

cooling effects on the atmosphere.

 

In order to prevent the projected

catastrophic effects of climate

change from becoming a reality, it is

imperative that we reduce our

emissions. 

 

Plaine Products is helping to reduce

emissions produced by the everyday

consumer by offering an alternative

to single-use plastic.
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HOW WE OPERATE:
CLIMATE

Producing one kilogram (kg) of

plastic emits six kg of carbon dioxide

equivalent (CO2e).  

 

Throughout 2019, our customers

prevented the release of 19,479 kg of

CO2e from being released by

eliminating the need to produce

bottles made from virgin plastic for

their personal care product

purchases. 

 

This is the equivalent to the amount

of emissions released by driving

48,335 miles.
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This is mainly attributed to the fact

that online orders are consolidated

and shipped with other shipments in

a similar geographic area. This leads

to fewer emissions than if everyone

got in their car and drove to a store

separately.

 

In order to understand the full

environmental impact of our

company, we looked at the amount of

emissions released from the

transportation and distribution of

our products. In 2019, we emitted

9,435 kg CO2e. Although this was

double our emissions from last year,

this increase is aligned with our

increase in sales and is still

considerably lower than shopping at

a traditional stores or requesting

rush shipping.

HOW WE OPERATE:
CLIMATE
Our number of wholesale and retail

partners continues to grow, but the

majority of our sales still take place

online. This option provides another

opportunity for our customers to

decrease their environmental

footprint. 

 

Researchers from the MIT Center for

Transportation & Logistics found that

traditional brick-and-mortar

shoppers have more than double the

environmental impact of online

shoppers. 
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HOW WE OPERATE:
WASTE

Waste, or rather the absence of
waste, is a main tenet of our
business. We seek to have a
positive impact on the
environment by providing our
customers with products that
allow them to reduce  the amount
of waste they create in their day
to day life. 
 
When customers purchase a
subscription from us, that means
that they are not using a  single-
use plastic bottle that will end up
in the landfill. On average, only
9% of plastic is recycled. That
means that in 2019, Plaine
Products customers prevented 3
metric tons of plastic from being
sent to the landfill, which is the
equivalent of eliminating .065
metric tons, or 65 kg, of CO2e
from being released. 
 
In addition, the recycling of our
aluminum bottles at the end of
life saves 36 kg of CO2e as a
result of not sending those
bottles to the landfill. 



In 2019, we finally grew large enough

in size to be able to buy our aluminum

bottles from a U.S. supplier. This

switch increased the quality of our

purchased bottles, which means we

can use the bottles for longer. Using a

domestic supplier also reduces our

environmental footprint since our

bottles have to travel shorter

distances to get to our manufacturing

facility. 

 

We can now proudly say we are 100%

Made in the USA since our products

are manufactured in the U.S. as well!

We are proud to be able to make

these contributions to our local

economy while also limiting our

environmental impact.  

 

 

This past year, we also were able to

reduce the company’s overall waste

at the manufacturing level by

partnering with a new box supplier.

 

Our new partner uses 100% recycled

materials, and we worked with them

to develop the optimal shape and size

boxes to send to our manufacturer to

be used for both wholesale orders

and consumer-level orders. These

boxes are sturdy enough for

customers to use to ship back their

empty bottles to be refilled. 

 

Because of their durability, we are

able to use the boxes an average of

five times before they are recycled.

We also have reduced the impact of

our packaging by eliminating the

need for additional fill. All we use are

custom cardboard inserts made from

recycled paper.
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HOW WE OPERATE: 
SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING &
SUPPLY CHAIN



More and more consumers are looking

for personal care products that fall

into the "Clean Beauty" category.

Despite the marketing claims of some

brands, this is a challenging category

to define. 

 

There are still no legal regulations for

what can and cannot be considered

Clean Beauty. Customers of Plaine

Product can rest assured, though, that

they are choosing a product made

with ingredients that are non-toxic

and found in nature. 

 

All of our products are vegan and non-

GMO and are free of sulfates,

parabens, phthalates and palm oil.

This means that not only are our

products better for the environment,

but they're safer for our customers

too. 

 

Our products are gentler and safer for

your skin than traditional shampoos,

which contain harsh 
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chemicals that can cause dry hair,

hair loss and an itchy scalp in

addition to irritating skin and causing

blindness.

 

Our toxin-free ingredients also lead

to higher quality and better

performance. Customers often find

that they need to use less product to

achieve the same results as their

traditional shampoo. 

 

From an environmental standpoint,

our personal care formulas are

designed to biodegrade safely. This

means that as they wash down the

shower or sink, they break down into

safe ingredients without causing

harm to the environment. At Plaine

Products, our goal is to provide

customers with products that are

safe to use and good for the

environment while still working as

well, if not better, than conventional

products. 

CLEAN BEAUTY
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PARTNERSHIPS AND
CERTIFICATIONS
A new and exciting partnership this

year was with Exxpedition, a two year,

round-the-world, all female plastic

expedition sailing through the world’s

oceans. The purpose of Exxpedition is

to collect data on plastic pollution and

marine debris in order to gain a better

picture of the plastic pollution crisis.

Exxpedition then uses the data to help

craft specific solutions to the

problem. 

 

Our CEO, Lindsey McCoy, participated

in the leg sailing from Aruba to

Panama this past year. To learn more

about Exxpedition and Lindsey’s

experience, check out Lindsey's blog

post on our website.

We continued our partnership with

1% For The Planet, in which we

donate at least one percentage of our

annual sales to support non-profit

groups with an environmental focus.

In 2019, we supported 5 Gyres,

Plastic Ocean Project and the

STRAWS Film Educational Project. All

of these groups support our mission

to eliminate single-use plastics.

 

We also donated products to 15 zero

waste/plastic-related events and

three research expeditions. In

addition to the Exxpedition, we

suporte the Longest Swim and a

NatGeo Sea to Source Ganges

Expedition plastic research team.

L to R) Sally Earthrowl, Mission Leader, Lindsey McCoy, Sheri Bastien,
and Natalie Teng Yueng Shan picking through seaweed looking for

plastic.



Instead of having a Black Friday sale this

year, we chose to celebrate “Give Back

Friday”. As part of this celebration, we

donated 10% of proceeds from every

purchase made from Black Friday

through Giving Tuesday to FRIENDS of

the Environment, a nonprofit in the

Bahamas. 

 

Our donation helped FRIENDS in their

rebuilding efforts from the destruction

from Hurricane Dorian on the island of

Abaco. The Bahamas are near and dear to

our CEO’s heart as she spent a decade

living and working there.
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PARTNERSHIPS AND
CERTIFICATIONS

Plaine Products remained a Certified B
Corporation and kept our Leaping
Bunny Cruelty-Free, PETA’s Beauty
Without Bunnies and Think Dirty
certifications. This year, we are excited
to annouce that we also became
certified by the Women's Business
Enterprise National Council and
became a proud member of the Plastic
Pollution Coalition.



Plaine Products started because we were inspired to combat the problem

of plastic pollution in the ocean. Our work to eliminate single-use plastic

and reuse bottles, pumps and packaging not only helps reduce greenhouse

gases and prevent deforestation, it also helps reduce pollution and waste

that often ends up on land and in the ocean. Plaine Products maintains its

commitment to partnering with like-minded companies to source our

products and packaging and to supporting nonprofits that are aligned with

our mission.
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 LOOKING AHEAD
Targets and Ambitions


